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ABSTRACT This work introduces TRIGGER, the first lighTweight univeRsal jammInGGripper for aErial
gRasping. TRIGGER is an omnidirectional, landing-capable aerial grasping system with resilience and
robustness to collisions and inherent passive compliance. In particular, this work presents the design, fabri-
cation, and experimental validation of a novel, intelligent, modular, universal jamming gripper specifically
designed for aerial applications. Leveraging recent developments in particle jamming and soft granular
materials, TRIGGER generates 15N of holding force with only a relatively small activation force of 2.5N.
Experiments show the relationship between fill ratio and activation force and reveal that adding an additive
to the membrane’s silicone mixture improves the holding force by up to 52%. Based on the experimental
data, a simulation model for robotic simulators is introduced to facilitate future controller developments.
To showcase the concept, TRIGGER is attached to a multicopter platform, performing a pick-and-place
task under laboratory conditions. The aerial experiments are concluded by grasping a variety of shapes
demonstrating the universal grasping capability.

INDEX TERMS Universal jamming gripper, aerial manipulation, soft gripper, soft robotics, grasping.
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I. INTRODUCTION
During the last decade, Unmanned Aerial Vehicles
(UAVs) attracted considerable research interest from the
robotics community, especially when operating fully
autonomously [1], [2]. In 2010 seminal work on fully
functional UAVs for plant inspection for UK onshore oil
refineries [3] was developed. Only a few years later, UAV
technology had matured to a point where it could be utilized
in several applications such as remote sensing and monitor-
ing of forest fires [4], in agriculture [5], border monitor-
ing [6], search and rescue [7], plant assets inspection [8],
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transmission line inspection [9], building inspection [10], and
non-physical human-drone interaction [11]. Despite the huge
success UAVs had in sensing and monitoring applications,
they fell short when it came to tasks that required physical
interaction with their surroundings. Consequently, the field
of aerial manipulation emerged, addressing those deficits by
equippingUAVswith roboticmanipulators [12] and claw-like
grippers [13], [14]. In the last few years, aerial manipulation
has considerably evolved, featuring numerous applications,
including medical goods delivery [15], infrastructure moni-
toring andmaintenance [16], [17], autonomous transportation
and construction [18], agriculture [19], and forestry [20].

Several drone-grippers featuring a wide variety of grasp-
ing mechanisms were developed over the past years (see
Table 1), e.g., pneumatic soft fingers [24], rigid jaw grip-
pers [26], passive bi-stable grippers formicroUAVs [27], suc-
tion cups [21], magnets [22], and flexible limb grippers [32].
Some of these grippers are passively compliant, e.g., the
soft finger-based grippers [24], while others are completely
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TABLE 1. Comparison of robotic grippers developed for drones: archetype; the total mass m; maximum holding force Fh; Fh/m the holding force to mass
ratio; actuation method; integrated sensors; passive compliance; omnidirectional (indifferent to grasping direction); capability to serve as landing gear;
year of publication.

rigid, e.g., [22] and [26]. In practice, both approaches are
viable, and the optimal choice of the gripper is ultimately
application dependant [33]. As a rule of thumb, rigid grippers
are less versatile since they are made for specific payloads
(e.g., box-shape objects [26], or for specific materials [22]),
heavier due to mechanical joints, but in turn, can provide a
more secure grasp for the payloads they are optimized for.
On the other hand, soft grippers can grasp a broad variety of
payloads [24] by passively conforming to the grasped objects.
Their soft structure allows them to soften the impact and thus
reduce the contact forces that can potentially destabilize the
drone. Furthermore, soft grippers are generally more toler-
ant towards position errors which are inevitable due to the
ground effect [34]. These features make soft grippers very
promising candidates for grasping in complex, unstructured
environments [35]. There is however no free lunch, and the
gain in versatility is often paid for by compromising in other
areas, e.g., cycle time.

The prevailing soft gripper type in aerial manipulation is
the soft-finger gripper actuated either pneumatically or via a
tendon system, with their fingers arranged in a hand or claw
configuration. They are often used to either grasp objects,
or to attach the UAV to a location of interest (e.g., resting
on a pipe for inspection). Especially pneumatic soft finger
grippers suffer from being a substantial effort to manufac-
ture and also from requiring high operating pressures in the
range of 100 kPa to 250 kPa to generate substantial holding
forces, while tendon actuated fingers are generally only semi-
soft. Furthermore, the high air pressure required to drive
the fingers is usually beyond what miniature air pumps are
capable of and thus has to be provided by replaceable CO2
cartridges. Their soft, rickety nature and the particularities
of their grasping mode have also shown to be a challenging
control and planning problem [36].

In [37], a very particular type of soft gripper was intro-
duced, namely, the Universal Jamming Gripper (UG), which
is a pneumatic gripper based on the jamming principle of cer-
tain granular materials. This UG, being in essence just a bag

containing granular material, works via three distinct mecha-
nisms and respective forces that are simultaneously involved
in the grasping process, namely geometric interlocking FG,
suction FS and friction FR, which all come into play once the
soft membrane of the gripper is pressed against the payload
by a force called activation force. After jamming (hardening)
of the granular material [38], the resulting holding force is
then the sum of all components: Fh = FG + FS + FR.
The jamming typically involves creating a vacuum inside
the membrane; however, other jamming principles exist, e.g.,
by magnetic fields [39], or hydraulic fluids [40]. As discussed
in [41], UGs have virtually infinite degrees of freedom that
do not need to be controlled explicitly, which gives them
the characteristic of being able to grip objects of vastly dif-
ferent shapes thanks to the passively compliant membrane.
Given their symmetric shape, they have no preferred in-plane
(horizontal) grasping direction and are thus omnidirectional.
UGs tolerate relatively large positional and angular (tilt)
errors during the grasp [37], [42]. It is shown in [41] that
off-center grasping with a positional error of up to 60% of
the membrane’s radius does not degrade the gripper’s grasp-
ing capability. The versatility and the relaxed requirements
for positional and angular accuracy and, consequently, less
stringent control requirements serve as the main motivation
for developing the UG described herein. The structure of
the UG is well suited to double as the drone’s landing gear
(contrary to the ubiquitous soft finger grippers). Furthermore,
UGs provide rigid-like grasps by the jamming of the granular
material.

Granular jamming is one of the fundamental mechanisms
behind UGs. A range of materials exhibit jamming under
compression, but the bulk properties of the hardened material
can be vastly different as they depend on grain size, shape, and
hardness. The properties of jamming materials in the context
of grasping have been the subject of many studies, e.g., [43],
[44], [45], and [46]. The authors of [46] concluded that the
optimal granularmaterial is ultimately application dependant.
The membrane morphology was studied in [47], and it was
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FIGURE 1. General aerial grasping concept. TRIGGER is attached to the
UAV’s cargo bay, similar to a claw-gripper. The UAV’s landing gear has
been removed as the gripper assures this functionality. The box (green)
serves as the dummy payload.

identified that the widely used bag-style membrane is not
necessarily optimal. Membrane patterning and programmed
deformations can further improve the grasping performance
for certain objects [48]. In [49] it was found that the mem-
brane’s material and the applied vacuum pressure impact the
jammed membrane’s overall stiffness.

By introducing TRIGGER (lighTweight univeRsal
jammInG Gripper for aErial gRasping) this is the first
study that adapts the original concept of the Universal Jam-
ming Gripper presented in [37] for aerial manipulation. The
proposed design shares many advantages of available soft
grippers in the field, e.g., [36] and [30], such as resilience
and robustness to collisions and the inherent passive com-
pliance, which decouples the UAV from the environment.
However, the salient features of the proposed system lie
in the intuitiveness of the design, in the simplicity of its
omnidirectional grasping mechanism and in its ability to also
serve as landing gear. Compared to soft finger grippers, the
presented gripper features a grasping mode that we think is
more practical for use in aerial manipulation and, although
not without challenges of its own, reduces the complexity of
the manipulation task with respect to planning and control.

The main contributions of this work are summarized as
follows:

1) To the best of the authors’ knowledge, this is the first
work that conceptualizes, discusses and uses UGs in
aerial manipulation. UGs can relax the aerial vehicle’s
dependency on the grasping direction and the required
positional accuracy. Therefore, this work addresses open
challenges regarding aerial grasping in complex envi-
ronments [35].

2) This work presents a new design and implementation
of a UG called TRIGGER, a lightweight and compact

gripper for aerial manipulation. By analyzing the rela-
tion between activation force and fill ratio, we designed
TRIGGER to work with a much lower activation force
than traditional UGs (e.g., [43], [50]), making it suitable
for small to medium-sized aerial platforms. It is shown
that the holding force can be increased substantially with
the help of a silicone additive. We share the design and
manufacturing process as well as the challenges and
solutions encountered during the development of our
gripper.

3) We present extensive experimental validation of our
design in conjunction with our custom test jig. Based on
the experimental data, we propose a simulation model of
our UG. The effectiveness of TRIGGER is demonstrated
by attaching it to a multicopter, performing a pick-
and-place task, and repeated picking tasks for a variety
of synthetic shapes, showcasing the gripper’s universal
grasping capability under laboratory conditions.

The rest of this work is organized as follows. Section II
introduces the main design challenges and solutions asso-
ciated with the design and manufacturing of TRIGGER.
In Section III, TRIGGER is characterized followed by the
presentation of the experimental results regarding the acti-
vation force and the impact of the silicone additive on the
holding force. Based on the experimental data, a model of
the developed gripper for robotic simulators is proposed in
Section IV. Section V showcases TRIGGER in an aerial
application. Section VI discusses the design and main find-
ings. This work is summarized in Section VII.

II. CONCEPT AND SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE
In this section, we first introduce the general concept of our
UG and the associated design challenges in the context of
aerial manipulation. We then take an in-depth look at the
electro-mechanical, pneumatic, and software components.

A. CONCEPT
Multirotor platforms come with many benefits but also with
a set of limitations. The most relevant ones are their limited
payload capability, the constrained volume for attachments,
their underactuated nature, and the challenging dynamics
coupling. The dynamics coupling is particularly important
for aerial systems carrying manipulators [51], but it also
poses a problem for simpler ‘claw’ setups where only the
grasping element gets in contact with the environment. Elastic
elements inserted in the construction of the grasping device
efficiently reduce the dynamic coupling by softening the hard
shocks associated with typical grasping operations. Those
elastic elements are inherently present in UGs as represented
by their soft membrane. UGs are thus an ideal fit, provided
they can be constructed to fit the size, weight and power
envelope of aerial platforms.

Our proof-of-concept aerial platform is a medium-sized
(wheelbase of 430mm), modified AscTec Firefly hexacopter
with a maximum payload capacity of 1 kg. This airframe
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FIGURE 2. Complete assembly of the grasping system. 1 custom
controller board, 2 base assembly with pneumatic system, 3 load cell,
4 gripper-floor, 5 wedge with thread, 6 membrane module.

conveniently features a cargo bay measuring 120mm ×
120mm, which is used as the anchor point for TRIGGER.
This particular mounting scheme with the gripper oriented
towards the bottom is commonly called a ‘claw’.

Compatibility with state-of-the-art autopilots (e.g., Pix-
hawk) is assured by either directly connecting the gripper to
the autopilot via UART or by connecting it to the correspond-
ing companion computer using USB. For ease of integration,
our concept envisions being directly powered by the UAV’s
main 3S-4S battery, which eliminates the need for carrying
an additional battery. Lightweight construction, modularity,
and tight integration of the electronics, the sensors, and the
software are the driving concepts of TRIGGER.

To make our work easily reproducible, accessible,
and low-cost (below $100, without the manufacturing
equipment), we limited our design to widely available
and inexpensive manufacturing techniques, where a Fused
Deposition Modeling (FDM) printer and a high-power
single-stage vacuum pump represent the bulk of the cost.
Furthermore, we designed our gripper around customary
off-the-shelf parts.

The complete grasping system is detailed in Fig. 2. Its
major subsystems are explained hereafter.

B. PNEUMATICS AND MECHANICS
The role of the pneumatic system is twofold: i) to pressurize
the membrane and thus allow the contained granular material
to flow easily within the free, air-filled volume; ii) to vac-
cumize the membrane and consequently jam (i.e., solidify)
the granular material.

UGs can be realized in two distinct topologies, i.e., either
as closed-loop or open-loop systems. In closed-loop systems,
the fluid surrounding the granular material stays contained
within the system. An example of such a system is the
magnetorheological fluid-based UG shown in [39] for the

hydraulic UG presented in [40]. Generally, these systems
have themain disadvantage that the fluid has to stay contained
within the system (e.g., in tanks that add weight and cost) and
that leakage must be considered as a critical failure mode.
On the other hand, open-loop systems exchange their fluid
with their environment. The operating fluid in that case is thus
typically air, resp. water for underwater applications [52].
Those systems have the salient advantage that their fluid is
abundantly present in their surroundings, which eliminates
the storage needs and reduces the severity of leakage, e.g.,
due to membrane rupture. Open-loop systems are generally
better suited for lightweight construction and require less
engineering effort.

Therefore, the pneumatic system presented in this paper
(Fig. 3) has an open-loop structure and uses air as its operating
medium. It consists of two small, non-reversible diaphragm
pumps (P1, P2) coupled to two pneumatic solenoid 2/1-way
valves (V1, V2). The air pressure in the system is measured
by the Microelectromechanical System (MEMS) pressure
sensor P. This particular setup is very low cost and has
a favorable mass distribution due to symmetry. By design,
diaphragm pumps act as one-way check-valves, not restrict-
ing the airflow in their nominal direction, which therefore
requires closing the valve associated with the antagonistic
pump such that they can establish a pressure differential. This
particular topology also permits to seal off the system. The
membrane can thus remain pressurized (resp. in a state of
vacuum) without powering the pumps, which saves energy.

We utilize two 12V, 7W, SC3704PM diaphragm pumps
rated for a pressure differential of 46 kPa at 2 Lmin−1. The
miniature 2/1 air valves are of type SCO520FVG. Our low-
power pneumatic system typically consumes less than 10W,
contrary to other systems frequently featured in the liter-
ature, which are using heavy (more than 1 kg) stationary,
high-power vacuum pumps in the 500W range and reaching
pressure differentials beyond 80 kPa [37], [44]. Note that our
lower-power system naturally comes with longer cycle times
and a lower maximum pressure differential (we measured
approximately 28 kPa), 3 times lower than conventional solu-
tions. The lower pressure differential normally impacts the
jammed stiffness of the granular material as shown in [49],
which negatively impacts the holding strength. However,
as shown in Section III-C, we found that a simple modifi-
cation to the silicone mixture can greatly enhance the grip-
ping strength of the UG, offsetting the effects of the weaker
vacuum.

Concerning the mechanical structure, our modular design
approach is shown in Fig. 2. It consists of three larger sub-
assemblies, namely i) the base, containing the controller
board 1 , the pumps and the valves 2 . ii) the gripper-floor
3 to 5 , forming the interface between the pneumatic system
and the detachable membrane module, iii) the membrane
module, which firmly holds onto the filled, custom silicone
membrane. It contains a paper filter that seals off the filler
material from the environment while permitting air to circu-
late freely. A mechanical support structure prevents it from
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FIGURE 3. Pneumatic system. The jamming gripper is fed by two pumps.
Pump P1 inflates the balloon and fluidizes its content. Pump P2 creates a
vacuum strong enough to jam the particles inside the balloon. The
solenoid valves V1, V2 are required to prevent air from leaking through
the inactive pumps. All pneumatic components are actuated based on the
control inputs from the main controller.

tearing under load. The membrane module 6 , detailed in
Fig. 4, is firmly pressed against the cast-in-place silicone seal
on the gripper-floor by screwing the wedge onto the external
printed thread to create an air-tight seal.

This modular concept has three main advantages: first,
it enables quick iteration on membrane module designs;
second, it allows to quickly and effortlessly swap between
different membrane modules during the tests; third, it enables
the platform to be compatible with different types of grippers,
given that there are some geometries that cannot be picked
up by a UG (e.g., large flat surfaces), which require highly
specialized grippers such as vacuum cups.

Our UG is designed to be mounted like a ‘claw’ on a
multirotor; therefore, it does double duty, i.e., it operates as
a gripper but also serves as the landing gear. As such, it is
dimensioned to withstand the total weight and impact of a
landing UAV, which comes with several advantages that we
discuss in Section VI.

C. MATERIAL SELECTION & FABRICATION
The membrane is made from the silicone rubber Trollfactory
Type 23, shore hardness 10 A with 600% elongation at break.
Selecting a very soft rubber comes with twomain advantages:
first, it allows wider tolerances on the membrane’s thickness
as small deviations no longer have a significant impact on
the overall stiffness; second, it maximizes the contact area
between the membrane and the payload and therefore the
quality of the grasp is increased. Furthermore, this particular
silicone can be mixed with a silicon additive called dead-
ener (also sometimes referred to as slacker), which gives
the silicone more skin-like physical properties. This further
increases the softness of the material and, more importantly,
makes it sticky. The intensity of those effects is controlled by
the relative amount of additive added to the mixture.

FIGURE 4. Section view of the main gripping module (membrane module
attached to the gripper-floor). 1 wedge with integrated thread, 2
hot-glue seal, 3 mechanical filter support, 4 pressure gauge fitting, 5
upper shell, 6 main air inlet/outlet, 7 cast-in-place silicone gasket, 8
paper filter, 9 membrane filled with granular filler material.

Based on our previous experience with silicone [53], a sil-
icone casting process was used to create the membrane.
A three-part mold (i.e., left and right shell, plus core) was
printed from PET-G using common FDM printing. The
approach is similar to [40]; however, due to the very thin
0.6mm membrane and the high viscosity of the silicone
rubber (14 Pa s), the process had to be adapted to avoid
trapping air inside the mold and thus creating voids in the
thin membrane. Instead of pouring the silicone into the mold,
it has proven advantageous to inject the silicone directly
through the core using a syringe as depicted in Fig. 5. This
technique enables very thin-walled castings (assuming proper
alignment of the shells) as it allows the silicone mixture
to spread evenly with a fairly low risk of introducing air
bubbles in the process. The usual precautions were taken
when working with silicone, such as properly degassing the
silicone after mixing. The final membrane has a nominal
diameter of 80mm, a thickness of 0.6mm, a height of 60mm,
an encompassing volume of 0.2 L and a total mass of only
18 g (without filler).

The choice of the filler material has a substantial impact on
the grasping performance of jamming grippers, as concluded
in [46]. Furthermore, the authors indicated that it has to
be considered as an application dependant design variable.
Aiming for a lightweight design, in addition to raw perfor-
mance, the density of the filler material also plays a key role.
Expanded Polystyrene (EPS) beads (various sizes ranging
from 1mm to 4mm) strikes a good compromise between
the two, as shown in [44] and [46]. With only 17 g L−1

EPS is considerably lighter than other commonly used filler
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FIGURE 5. Fabrication process of the membrane. 1 The degassed silicone mixture is injected with a syringe through
the mold’s core. The air inside the mold escapes through the vent holes at the top. Precise alignment between the
shells is critical as the membrane is only 0.6mm thick. 2 The obtained membrane after demolding. 3 The
membrane is filled with EPS and closed with a mechanical assembly that contains the filter. The resulting gripper
module is thus fast and easy to swap out in case of damage.

TABLE 2. Comparison of filler materials. EPS has by far the lowest density.

materials, e.g., ground coffee with a density of 308 g L−1 or
glass beads with 2500 g L−1, see Table 2. A total of 2.2 g of
EPS (0.13 L) was added to the membrane (unless otherwise
indicated), which corresponds to a fill ratio of 66%.

The printed structural parts are made from PET-G. Com-
pared to PLA it has higher impact resistance, lower density
and does not creep under sustained load. The structural parts
would not benefit from high-end polymers such as PA6-CF
or PEEK as there are no special requirements concerning
the stiffness or heat resistance that could motivate such a
choice. The resulting parts have proven to be sufficiently
airtight using optimal print settings. At the mating points of
two structural parts (i.e., 5 and 8 in Fig. 4), a cast-in-place
silicone gasket assures an air-tight seal between the two parts.

The total mass of the assembly (380 g) is distributed among
the different components as shown in Fig. 6. The pneumatic
system represents the bulk of the mass (160 g), followed by
the structural plastic parts (115 g) and the fasteners (35 g),
fittings and tubing (less than 8 g).

D. ELECTRONICS AND FIRMWARE
The system depicted in the block diagram in Fig. 7 is imple-
mented on a single, completely custom 47mm × 47mm
controller board which is shown in Fig. 2. It is designed
to work and integrate easily with common UAV hardware.
As such, it can be powered directly from the main power bus
of the drone. Furthermore, it features USB and UART serial

FIGURE 6. Mass breakdown of the total mass of the assembly (380 g).
The pumps and the structural plastic parts form the bulk of the mass.

ports for communication with an autopilot or an off-board
computer.

At the heart of the controller is an ultra-low power
STM32L1microcontroller that does the logic processing, col-
lection/processing of the sensor data, the communicationwith
the off-board peripherals, and the control of the quad-channel
motor driver that powers the pneumatic hardware.

Due to the low power requirements of the controller (less
than 50mA at 12V) we have favored linear DC/DC regu-
lators over switching converters for the 5V and 3.3V rails
as the latter greatly increase the design complexity and cost.
The output stage (valves and pumps) is directly powered by
the main power bus. Current chopping motor drivers ensure
that each actuator operates at its nominal operating point
regardless of the bus voltage.

The load cell and the onboard air pressure sensor provide
the required data for the system to monitor itself and to work
autonomously. The processed sensor readings are exposed
via serial to enable more advanced applications. Such appli-
cations include activation force tracking, the possibility of
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FIGURE 7. Sensors and control topology. The system features a
quad-channel current-chopping motor driver for the pumps P1, P2, and
valves V1, V2. The sensors (pressure gauge and load cell) are interfaced
through a multiplexer into a differential operational amplifier + ADC.
Communication with the main microcontroller is assured via USB or UART.
The power rails are generated from the battery using cascading linear
voltage regulators.

feeding back the weight of the grasped payload to the con-
troller as a known disturbance, and the detection of a success-
ful or unsuccessful grasp after takeoff based on the load cell
readings. We refer to the measured force Fm in gram-force
’gf’ and the measured pressure as P in ’kPa’. This enables
applications such as controlling the activation force and also
empowers the internal logic to control the pressure inside
the membrane and to prevent conditions such as membrane
rupture due to over-pressure and to assure a consistent air
pressure while approaching the payload.

We define two pressure thresholds, namely Pmin =

−21 kPa, the lower trigger point, and Pmax = 0.5 kPa the
upper trigger point. Those trigger points are used to switch
reliably between the ‘closed’ and ‘opened’ states of the grip-
per. In particular, P ≥ Pmax signals that the membrane
is full and any additional air would stretch the membrane
(consequently increasing the internal pressure). P ≤ Pmin
signals that a vacuum is established and thus the gripper is
considered ‘closed’.

The firmware on the MCU is making use of FreeRTOS,
running two tasks using preemptive multitasking as shown in
Algorithm 1. Task 1 handles sensors and actuation, and task
2 handles serial communication. Inter-task communication
takes place over thread-safe FIFO queues. For the underly-
ing state machine (automaton), we direct the reader to the
Appendix.

E. GRASPING PROCEDURE
Although usage of our UG by hand is straightforward and
allows grasping of a variety of shapes and materials (see
Fig. 8), a defined grasping procedure is required for our aerial
platform such that successful grasps can be achieved without
relying on human intuition. Typically this procedure consists
of four main steps (Fig. 9, 1 to 4 ):

Algorithm 1 FreeRTOS, Sensor Acquisition and Actuation
procedure task 1: sensors and actuation

let kgr be the current gripper state
let S(kgr ) be the automaton in Fig. 23
let f1, f2 be lowpass FIR filters
loop

collect push button states ubt
fetch raw sensor data P∗, F∗m
process sensor data P← f1(P∗), Fm← f2(F∗m)
create state vector q← (t, kgr ,P,Fm)
process automaton ua← S(q,u))
apply ua to actuators

end loop
end procedure
procedure task 2: communication

loop
outbound communication, send q
inbound communication, receive uusr
create command vector u← (uusr,ubt)

end loop
end procedure

FIGURE 8. TRIGGER grasping a variety of objects, showing its universal
grasping ability. 1 Empty aluminium bottle, 2 cardboard box, 3
semi-soft ball, 4 filled glass flask hold from the small top cover, 5
walnut, 6 filled glass flask held from the smooth, slippery side.

1 The grasp starts by pushing the fluidized gripper against
the payload. Doing so elastically deforms the mem-
brane and the filler material flows freely, distributing
itself around the payload. At this point, valves V1 and
V2 are still closed such that the free volume remains
unchanged. The evacuation phase is then triggered once
the measured force reaches the desired activation force,
i.e., Fm ≥ Fa.

2 Evacuating the air out of the membrane takes a couple
of seconds (governed by the flow rate of the pumps).
During that period, the membrane shrinks, and the con-
tact force drops in response to that unless the gripper
is further moved toward the payload. In the context of
low activation forces, it is essential to keep good contact
with the payload. Failure to do so will lead to a poor or
unsuccessful grasp as the filler hardens without properly
surrounding the payload. We thus track the nominal
activation force during this interval. Other publications
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in this field usually avoid this step by pushing the gripper
with a very high force into the payload, e.g., with 17N as
seen in [43], which is, however, not possible with most
small to medium aerial systems. The pressure inside the
membrane starts dropping once it reaches its minimal
volume (see a ). At that point, the granular material is
compacted. Furthermore, the drop in pressure follows an
exponential law as the remaining air molecules become
harder to extract.

3 Once the membrane’s internal pressure satisfies P ≤
Pmin (vacuum, b ), the grasping procedure is considered
completed. The gripper is then retracted from the pay-
load (here, at a constant velocity). Since the payload is
fixated on the support and cannot be lifted, a negative
force is measured. The peak of the force corresponds
to the maximum holding force Fh. In practice, with
the gripper mounted on a UAV, instead of the holding
force, the actual weight of the lifted payload would be
measured, which can be fed back into the autopilot.

4 Releasing the payload (i.e., opening resp. resetting the
gripper) is achieved by pumping air into the membrane
c until P ≥ Pmax is reached at d , then closing valves
V1 and V2. The gripper is now ready to grasp the next
object.

The activation force Fa is an essential quantity for a suc-
cessful grasping operation. An insufficient activation force
causes the grasping operation to fail. On the other hand,
choosing Fa too high may destabilize the aerial platform and
also cause damage to the force sensor and membrane. There-
fore, the optimal activation force has to be chosen sufficiently
high not to sacrifice performance but also as low as possible
to minimize the impact on the aerial platform.

III. EXPERIMENTS
In the following section, we introduce our experimental setup
aswell as the experiments to, first, determine the optimalmin-
imal activation force for the grasping procedure, and second,
to access the influence of the silicone additive deadener on
the grasping performance.

We also use this experimental setup to collect data regard-
ing the stiffness of the UG in various states with the goal
to create a simple simulation model resp. contact model for
common robotics simulators (Section IV).

A. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
Our experimental jig used for benchmarking is featured in
Fig. 10. It consists of a 12V supply and a single belt-driven
linear rail (capable of fast movements) moving the entire
gripper assembly fixated to the horizontal beam. The step-
per motor is powered and controlled by an off-the-shelf 3D
printer board. The jig does not feature any sensors since they
are already integrated into the gripper itself.

Velocity commands ufeed as well as position commands
(G-codes) are accepted by our custom firmware on the jig’s
controller. The current position and velocity are sent back to

FIGURE 9. Grasping procedure. 1 Approach, 2 evacuation phase where
the air is pumped out of the membrane, 3 retraction phase where the
peek marks the maximum holding force, 4 reset of the gripper by
pumping air into the membrane, a the pressure starts dropping once the
volume reaches the minimum, b end of closing procedure triggered by
P ≤ Pmin, c pressure rises as air is pumped in, d end of opening
procedure triggered by P ≥ Pmax . TS and TE mark the start and the end of
the state transition between open and close and vice-versa.

FIGURE 10. Experimental jig. The UG is attached to a belt-driven linear
rail, moving the gripper assembly into contact with the test peg (blue).
The test peg is a simple cylindrical object with no features allowing
geometric interlocking.

the host computer for the purpose of logging. Likewise, the
gripper’s controller sends back its current state and sensor
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data (force, pressure, and input voltage) while also accepting
state transition commands (open/close).

Cylindrical test pegs (blue) represent the dummy payloads.
They are fixated at the bottom of the linear axis, such that they
cannot be lifted. The center of the pegs is alignedwith the cen-
ter of the membrane. They have no features that would allow
for geometric interlocking. As such, the results concerningFh
can be seen as a worst-case scenario.

All of our experiments require tracking of a nominal acti-
vation force. As such, given a nominal force Fd and the
measured force Fm, we want to drive the error ef close to
zero:

ef = Fd − Fm. (1)

The input ufeed is the commanded linear velocity of the sled.
The system itself acts as an integrator since Fm is a function
of the position, and as such ef is guaranteed to be driven close
to zero by the simple proportional control law

ufeed = Kpef , (2)

where Kp is a positive constant.

B. MINIMUM ACTIVATION FORCE
The activation force is a crucial factor for a successful grasp.
However, in the context of aerial manipulation, where the
base of the gripper is floating, this becomes an even more
important factor as any external forces have the potential
to cause stability issues. We would like to point out the
following key aspects:
• An aerial platform is severely limited in the amount of
force it can apply to its environment before hitting its
stability margins.

• Under some circumstances, e.g., when the target is
poorly supported, it is impossible to apply a substantial
activation force.

• The need for a (large) activation force can thus be seen as
a net disadvantage of these types of grippers. Reducing
it is therefore considered beneficial.

Recent research reported that there is a monotonic rela-
tion between the activation force and the resulting holding
force [43]. An older study found that after reaching a certain
threshold, the holding force stays constant [50]. Our results
confirm the findings of both studies and indicate that this
threshold depends on the fill ratio of the membrane.

In this study, we focus on small activation forces
Fa < 650 gf as they are the most useful for aerial grasping.
We thus conduct six test series with nominal activation forces
ranging from 150 gf to 650 gf for fill ratios of 66% and 90%.
Each test series follows the grasping procedure described in
Section II-E and is repeated eight times using the �40mm
peg. For this and all subsequent experiments, we have chosen
Kp = 6 as a compromise to achieve reasonable force tracking
while the membrane is still soft and to reduce overshoots
when the membrane hardens at the end of the evacuation
phase.

FIGURE 11. Activation and holding force for various nominal activation
forces from 150 gf to 650 gf with a 66% fill ratio and no deadner. The
nominal activation force is tracked during the whole evacuation phase (2s
to 8s). The maximum holding force is then measured during the retraction
phase (8s to 10s), where it shows up as the peak negative force.

The results of this study are shown in Figs. 11 to 13. The
data shows that TRIGGER can reach a maximum holding
force Fh,max of about 10N for the test peg withD = �40mm
and without geometric interlocking. The evacuation period
typically takes TSE = TE −TS = 4.3 s (Fig. 9). Furthermore,
there is a clear relationship between the fill ratio and the
minimal activation forces required to reach themaximal hold-
ing force, as illustrated in Figs. 12 and 13. Lower fill ratios
generally reduce the required minimum activation force. The
gripper with the membrane having the lower fill ratio of 66%
reaches Fh,max with an activation force of only 250 gf (see
Fig. 12). Increasing the activation force beyond that threshold
does not significantly increase the resulting holding force.
In case of the higher infill ratio of 90%, 650 gf are required
to get the same holding force (see Fig. 13). Higher fill ratios
naturally come with a smaller free volume, i.e., the volume
in which the grains can move freely. In turn, the mobility
of filler particles is impaired, which then requires a higher
effort to redistribute the filler within the membrane during
contact. This manifests in a monotonic relationship between
the activation force and the holding force. Therefore the
minimum activation force increases with the fill ratio.

We thus conclude that an activation force Fa ≥ 250 gf is
adequate for successful grasping without compromising the
holding capability of the gripper.We consider this low enough
to work on a wide range of UAVs without significantly
impacting the stability of the aerial system. Furthermore,
we conclude that lower fill ratios (in the 60% range) are
preferable since they require lower activation forces.

C. DEADENER (ADDITIVE)
Deadener (also called slacker) is an additive that is added to
the silicone during the mixing process. It alters the physical
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FIGURE 12. Holding force in relation to the nominal activation force, with
a fill ratio of 66% and no deadener. The holding force stays constant after
reaching the threshold of 250 gf.

FIGURE 13. Holding force in relation to the nominal activation force, with
a higher fill ratio of 90% and no deadener. The holding force increases
monotonically with the activation force.

properties of the cured silicone by increasing its softness and
stickiness.

Herein, we measured the effect of adding 0% to 15%
of deadener (by weight) to the mixture. At around 15%
deadener, the membrane reached a consistency similar to
chewing gum. Further increasing the percentage was thus
deemed impractical.

For the test series, we created four membranes with
0%, 5%, 10% and 15% deadener (66% fill ratio each).
We repeated our holding force test 6 times for each of the
membranes, with an activation force of 350 gf, on a �40mm
test peg. The results are shown in Fig. 14. Starting with no
deadener, we reach the expected holding force of around
10.1N. Amedian of 12.8N and 13.1Nwas measured for 5%
and 10%deadener, respectively. Further increasing it to 15%,
resulting in a median holding force of 15.4N, a significant
increase of 52% compared to no deadener.

The increase in performance can be explained as follows.
On one hand, the additive turns the membrane slightly tacky,
thus increasing the friction coefficient between themembrane
and the test peg. On the other hand, due to the increased
softness, the membrane’s ability to conform to the test peg’s
shape is improved, resulting in a larger contact surface. Both
of them cause the contribution of the friction FR to increase,
which results in a greater Fh. It should be noted that the
stickiness is a temporary effect and dwindles over time as the
silicone ages and dust and dirt accumulate on the membrane’s

FIGURE 14. Holding forces for various percentages of deadener added to
the silicone mixture of a membrane with 66% fill ratio. Increasing the
amount of deadener makes the membrane softer and stickier, increasing
the holding force. A nominal holding force of Fa = 350 gf was applied to
all samples.

surface. The lifespan assessment of the membrane is beyond
the scope of this study and is thus left for future work. For
a lasting effect, a clean environment is currently required.
Alternatively, a periodic replacement/renewal of the mem-
brane module (which is fully supported by our design, see
Fig. 2) should be considered.

The adhesion does not interfere with the release of the
objects. As the membrane is filled and restored to its fluidized
state, any objects sticking to it are released due to its spherical
geometry and the resulting reduction in the contact surface.

IV. MODELING
In the context of aerial manipulation, the UG exhibits chal-
lenging dynamic behavior as it transitions from a soft state to
a jammed (almost rigid) state. This section proposes a homol-
ogous, uniaxial model of TRIGGER for use in robotic simula-
tors, based on observations and measurements obtained from
the experiments using the 15% deadener and 66% fill ratio
membrane.

The model will faithfully represent the following main
aspects of the UG:
1) the normalized free volume β represented as a first-

order system, which models the transition between the
membrane’s open/closed states.

2) changes in β cause the membrane to shrink, resp.,
expand. Uniaxially, this effect is described by the free
length xa.

3) the contact force contribution of the air-filled membrane
represented by the compression spring kair as a function
of the payload diameter D and the normalized free vol-
ume β.

4) the contact force contribution due to the lumped elastic-
ity represented by the compression spring klmp, which
takes into account the complete assembly with the grip-
per being jammed.

It is assumed that the membrane does not touch the ground
during the grasping phase, which is the case for any reason-
ably sized payload.

We propose the contact model shown in Fig. 15, consisting
of the two non-linear compression springs klmp and kair ,
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FIGURE 15. The UG membrane is separated into two components: the
air-filled elastic membrane and the rest of the system. Both components
can be seen as compression springs kair and klmp in a parallel
configuration (left). The simulated system consists of a disk (body) with a
mass m attached to a prismatic joint with finite travel subjected to the
combined elastic force FUG (right).

FIGURE 16. Elastic force Fair of the inflated membrane during contact
with different sized test pegs from 30mm to 50mm. Larger effective areas
generate a higher elastic force.

where the latter is of variable stiffness, i.e., dependant on
the size of the targeted object. The spring klmp represents
the lumped stiffness of the jammed filler material and the
structural parts of the assembly. The spring kair represents
the compression of the air-filled membrane during contact.
Its stiffness is tied to many parameters, such as the effective
contact area, the non-linear elastic behavior of the membrane,
internal pressure, filled volume, and other factors of which
most cannot be measured. Its dynamic behavior is, to some
extent, akin to an air spring, e.g., [54]. However, such a
precise model is very hard to identify and has no practical
benefits in this context.

We employed non-linear regression analysis to identify the
relation between the depth of entrance x, the payload/peg
diameter D ∈ (0, 60] (in mm) and the resulting elastic force
Fair as follows (Fig. 16)

Fair (x,D) = a1Dxa2

= 102.87 · Dx1.88. (3)

Similarly, we identified the lumped elastic force of the system
to be (Fig. 17)

Flmp (x) = a3xa4

= 25119.75 · x1.29. (4)

FIGURE 17. Lumped elastic force Flmp of the jammed membrane-gripper
system during contact with the test peg. The diameter of the test peg does
not affect the results since the shape of the membrane does not change.

The combined elastic force Fug is then obtained by

Fug = Fair (H (x) ,D)+ Flmp (H (x − xa)) , (5)

where

H (y) =

{
0 if y < 0,
y if y > 0,

(6)

accounts for the fact that the springs act in compression only.
The free length xa ∈

[
0, xua

]
depends on β and is modeled as

the linear mapping

xa = xua · β, (7)

where the upper bound xua is defined by the minimal vol-
ume occupied by the filler material in the jammed state.
The constant xua = 40.8mm was determined experimentally
and marks the position at which the jammed membrane first
makes contact with the test peg.

The normalized free volume β ∈ [0, 1] can be thought of
as the volume fraction

β(t) =
v(t)− vF
vM − vF

, (8)

where vF is the volume occupied by the filler material, and
vM is the volume encompassed by the unstretched, air-filled
membrane. The membrane’s shape defines the constants vM
and vF . The time-variable air volume v(t) ∈ [vF , vM ] is
controlled by the pneumatic system and is not measurable.

After the initial, unrestricted, constant flow pump down
of the free air volume (i.e., v(t) approaching vF ), the filler
material starts opposing to further changes in volume. Con-
sequently, the pressure differential increases (ideal gas law),
and the flow rate drops. At that point, the topology of the
pneumatic system is similar to a vacuum chamber, where the
pump down is known to follow an exponential law. This is
also confirmed by the pressure measurements shown in Fig. 9
(starting from t = 6.4 s). The volume v(t) thus follows an
exponential law motivated by the initial quasi-constant flow
that approaches zero as the vacuum pump reaches its rated
ultimate pressure.

Since β(t) is just a normalized representation of v(t) it
exhibits the same first-order dynamics, which are defined in
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FIGURE 18. Contact force model for D = 40mm with different membrane
states from β = 0 (jammed) to β = 1 (completely filled with air). The
lumped stiffness dominates starting from xu

a = 40.8mm.

s-domain as

β (s) =
R (s)
1+ sT

, (9)

where R (s) is a unit step (either 0 or 1, depending on the
desired state transition), s is the Laplace variable, and T is
the time constant of the system that can be approximated as
T = 63% · TSE from the jamming transition shown in Fig. 9.
Based on the value of β, it can be distinguished between three
discrete states:

kgr (β) =


closed/jammed if β ≤ 1%
opened/fluidized if β ≥ 99%
in transition otherwise

. (10)

The contact forcemodel (5) is visualized in Fig. 18 in function
of x and β. It can be seen that the system becomes stiff as β

approaches zero.
The contact model is the key component in creating a

digital UG for use in a robotics simulator such as Gazebo.
We propose modeling the UG as a disk with a diameter
of 80mm and a mass of m = 20 g (weight of filler plus
membrane). That disk is attached to a prismatic joint that
simulates the shrinkage of the membrane as a function of β,
the intrusion of the payload into the membrane, and is sub-
jected to a force FUG governed by the contact force model (5).
The travel limits of the joint are defined to be in the range of
[0, xl], where xl = 60mm is the height of the membrane (see
Fig. 15, right). The UG’s internal state β is governed by the
system model (9).

As for the grasping part, we suggest considering a grasp as
successful as long as an activation force greater than 250 gf
is maintained with the payload during the entire evacuation
phase. A successful grasp should then establish a rigid con-
nection between the gripper and the payload motivated by the
jamming (hardening) of the filler material. That connection
should be removed if Fm ≥ Fh or as a result of the state
transition kgr from ‘closed/jammed’ to ‘in transition’.
Another application of the contact model (5) could be

the estimation of payload size with the help of characteris-
tic curves of the elastic forces identified during the initial
contact, as shown in Fig. 16. However, this requires precise

FIGURE 19. Aerial pick & place application. The UAV resting on the
gripper takes off and picks up the payload in blue. The grasped payload is
then placed on top of the barrel. Afterward, the UAV returns to the
starting area for landing.

position measurements, which may not be available in real-
world conditions.

V. AERIAL EXPERIMENTS
In this section, a pick-and-place task and a series of tests are
presented to assess the grasp success rate of the overall aerial
platform for various synthetic shapes.

A. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP & METHODOLOGY
Our proof-of-concept platform based on the frame of an
AscTec Firefly features a Raspberry Pi 4 with a Pixhawk
autopilot. TRIGGER is mounted to the bottom of the hex-
acopter in a ‘claw’ configuration The Raspberry Pi is con-
nected to the gripper via USB and exposes its functionality
through a ROS interface.

The dummy payload visible in Fig. 19 features a replace-
able top part that can accommodate the printed synthetic
shapes of around 40mm in diameter shown in Table 3. The
bottom of the container contains extraweight to bring the total
weight of the payload to 210 g.

Since the main purpose of this paper is to demonstrate
the applicability of TRIGGER on an aerial platform and not
the overall flight control of the resulting aerial manipula-
tor, the flight control task has been simplified in a suitable
way. In the laboratory, both the UAV and the payload are
precisely localized via a motion-capture system. During the
pick-and-place tasks, the UAV is remotely piloted, except
for the initial descent to the payload where a robust super
twisting controller inspired by [55] was used to provide
more accurate position control (≤3 cm) compared to what
the stock PX4 controller is capable of. The same controller
was used throughout the synthetic shapes test. On contact,
the xy position controller is disabled as shown in Fig. 20 and
consequently, the platform relies on the friction between the
gripper and payload to keep its position during the evacuation
phase. In all cases, the human pilot activates the gripper on
first visual contact with the payload. The activation force is
not actively controlled as we leave this for future work.
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FIGURE 20. To avoid extraneous control action, the xy position controller
is disabled on contact as signaled by the contact flag (Fm ≥ 5N). Driving
the roll and pitch angle close to zero and relying on the friction
between the payload and the gripper is sufficient to keep the UAV in
position while the gripper is closing (indicated by the closing flag). The
gripper is activated on first contact by the human pilot.

FIGURE 21. Grasp, hold, drop cycles. Altitude z and measured force Fm
for multiple repeated grasps. Fm < 0 represent holding forces, Fm > 0 are
contact forces. The first grasp is unsuccessful, the six following grasps are
successful as can be seen from the negative Fm values. The payload is
held in the air for more than 10s to validate a successful grasp,
afterwards it is dropped and picked up again. The grasping attempt at
t = 256s was aborted due to a positional error.

To cover a wide range of challenges, a total of 8 synthetic
shapes were tested to assess the grasping performance of
the aerial platform. Each shape was repeatedly grasped until
#ge = 6 grasps with good engagement were obtained (here
and in the following, ’#’ is used in the sense of ‘number
of’). A typical test series is visualized in Fig. 21. The proper
engagement of the gripper was verified visually. If the cargo
is held successfully in the air for more than 10 s it is counted
as ‘held’, otherwise it is counted as ‘dropped’. It should be
noted that a visually good engagement does not imply a
successful grasp as the gripper can still fail to produce enough
holding force. Cases, where the gripper was unable to engage
properly were also counted and labeled as ‘discarded’. Those
two metrics clearly separate the performance of the gripper
represented by holding chance = #held/#ge from the perfor-
mance of the position controller, resp. the human in the loop
defined as engagement chance = 1 − (#discarded/(#ge +
#discarded))). The product of those two factors yields the
total success chance.
The experiments were carried out with the sticky 15%

deadener and 66% fill ratio membrane. In total, 66 samples
were collected.

B. RESULTS
The pick-and-place experiment is visualized in Fig. 19 for
various time instances, where the aerial grasping system

successfully picks up the payload (in blue with the ‘cube’
shape) and places it on top of the barrel. Aggressive roll
maneuvers after picking up the payload verified a solid grasp
of the cargo. The UAV both started and landed on the gripper
itself. The full pick-and-place experiment is best seen in
video.1

The results regarding the grasping of the synthetic shapes
are given in Table 3. The data shows that the shapes ‘cube’,
‘ridge’, ‘cake’, ‘cylinder (hollow)’, and ‘tube’ were able to be
held successfully in almost all cases. Those shapes are thus
particularly simple to hold as they feature vertical faces. The
‘ball’ was harder to hold onto as with a diameter of 50mm,
it is on the upper end of what the gripper can reasonably be
expected to grasp. It was further observed that only the sticky
membrane was able to hold it properly. The ‘triangle’ was
almost impossible to hold with only one successful attempt
and one where the cargo was dropped after a few seconds.
A possible explanation could be that the limited surface
area is not giving the gripper enough material to hold onto.
As anticipated, the ‘pyramid’ shape was impossible to lift
due to the squeezing effect that causes the shape to become
wedged out of the grasp.

The engagement chance for the ‘ridge’ and ‘pyramid’,
‘cube’, and ‘cake’ was above 75%. It was thus easy to get
the gripper in a good position to engage properly, where only
the narrow edge of the ‘cake’ was a minor issue. The ’cube,
‘cake’, ‘ridge’, ‘tube’, and ‘pyramid’ furthermore showed to
be self-centering, with the UAV snapping in position of the
payload upon closing the gripper. We think this is caused by
the taper on the wedge shown in Fig. 4. Curiously, despite the
slanted top surface, the ‘triangle’ was easy to grasp and also
exhibited self-centering behavior. The ‘ball’ shape proved to
be very challenging to engage with a chance of only 46.2%.
In most cases, the membrane just slipped off the sides of the
sphere unless precisely hit in the center. Unlike stationary
robots, the aerial platform is floating and thus even small con-
tact forces in x and y directions can dislocate it significantly
from the ideal center position. The ‘tube’ shares aspects of
the ‘ball’ and ‘cube’ primitives and therefore performance
was in between those two, with only three cases where the
gripper slipped before it had the chance to engage properly.
The ‘hollow cylinder’ was also only engaged successfully
when hit close to the center and generally slipped off when
hitting the narrow outer walls.

The failure modes encountered during the experiment were
slippage, positional errors, ill-timed closure of the gripper,
and dropping due to a lack of significant holding force.
Slippage was observed on shapes where the gripper makes
contact with round or slanted edges such as the ‘ball’, ‘tube’,
and the ‘triangle’ that dislocated the UAV in xy-plane. It rep-
resents the most common failure mode with 43%, 100%,
and 67% of all engagement failures for the shapes ‘ball’,
‘hollow cylinder’ and ‘tube’ respectively. Positional errors
were sparse thanks to the super-twisting position controller.

1Supplementary video: https://youtu.be/s5J6Mv4Wp1E
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TABLE 3. Experimental results of TRIGGER (15% deadener, 66% fill ratio) grasping different shapes of 210g from a UAV. The overall success chance
depends on the shape of the payload. The holding chance benchmarks the performance of the gripper in case of successful engagement. The engagement
chance describes other factors (e.g., positional accuracy, human errors) that would prevent the successful mating of the gripper and the payload.

FIGURE 22. Possible failure modes: a insufficient holding force, b lack
of penetration depth due to premature closure, c slippage, d positional
error.

However, good positional accuracy is imperative for reliable
engagements. Premature closure and/or insufficient descend
rate of the gripper can result in the lack of sufficient penetra-
tion depth and consequently lack or absence of holding force.
Delayed closure of the air-filled membrane is more likely
to cause slippage. The failure modes are shown in Fig. 22.
Failures due to slippage and positional errors are most likely
unique to this application of the UG. Stationary robots exhibit
much better positional accuracy and are not easily dislocated
by reaction forces.

The total success chance was the highest for ‘cube’ and
‘ridge’ with over 85%, followed by ‘cake’, ‘hollow cylinder’,
and ‘tube’ with over 55%. The most challenging candidates
were the ‘ball’ and the ‘triangle’ with 30% resp. 14%. The
‘pyramid’ was not expected to be graspable as not even a
human hand can hold onto it.

In conclusion, the engagement chance is currently the
most limiting factor. Failure modes c and d (see Fig. 22)
are addressable via mechanical changes. A straightforward
improvement addressing failure mode d consists in extend-
ing the size of the membrane, which would increase the

gripper’s tolerance towards positional errors. Regarding
the slippage problem c on ‘ball’ and ‘tube’ shapes, the
bag-shaped membrane has shown to be suboptimal due to
the reaction forces it generated in xy-plane. A cup shape
could likely be ideal as it would reinforce the self-centering
effect observed for some test shapes. Further investigation is
thus required as changing the shape of the membrane also
impacts the holding force [47] and there might be a tradeoff
between having a membrane that engages reliably and hav-
ing it develop high holding forces. Failure mode b can be
addressed by proper force control during the evacuation phase
of the gripper, taking the human operator out of the loop (left
for future work). Failure mode a is inherent to certain shapes
(e.g., ‘triangle’ and ‘pyramid’).We believe a stronger vacuum
could address this problem to a certain degree.

VI. DISCUSSION
The development of soft grippers for aerial vehicles has
gained interest due to the advantageous properties of soft
materials, which are a natural match for aerial grasping.
In contrast to their rigid counterparts, soft grippers are tol-
erant towards unknown object geometries and surfaces and
do not require high positional accuracy for successful grasps.
By developing a lightweight soft jamming universal gripper
attached to a UAV we further advanced the potential of soft
aerial grasping. Compared to available soft grippers for aerial
grasping, the developed system exhibits several characteris-
tics that are worth discussing.

The developed gripper is highly integrated and modular
and the tight integration of the electronics, software, sen-
sors and mechanics leads to significant weight savings and
enables a well-defined grasping procedure that can be auto-
mated for use in autonomous systems. The modularity not
only helps in iterating the design rapidly, but it also addresses
some concerns typically associated with UGs. By having
an explicit interface between the grasping part (membrane
module) and the supporting hardware, we assure that the
membrane is quick and easy (toolless) to swap in case of
damage. Other types of pneumatic grippers could also make
use of this interface, e.g., suction cups. Thanks to the specific
characteristics of our UG’s construction, it is particularly
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well suited for aerial vehicles, comparable to the typical
multi-fingered soft grippers, but with some unique features
(e.g., omnidirectionality, or the ability to use as landing gear).

TRIGGER is omnidirectional in contrast to other available
soft aerial grasping systems (e.g., claws), which are sensitive
to the angle the payload is approached. The same applies to
lateral position errors, where the UG tolerates displacements
as large as 60% of its diameter. This relaxes the requirements
in terms of necessary grasping accuracy, which is especially
advantageous for aerial systems that are subjected to exter-
nal disturbances (e.g., wind gusts, ground effect) and sensor
inaccuracies. The required grasping accuracy is proportional
to the relative size of the membrane and the payload. For sce-
narios where precise position control (≤ 3 cm) is not possible,
we recommend a proportionally larger membrane than the
�80mm shown here. During contact, theUAV retainsmost of
its degrees of freedom due to the gripper’s elasticity. As such,
it can still rotate (pitch and roll) and therefore preserve hover
conditions, but at the same time, the translational degrees of
freedom are soft-locked by the friction between the payload
and the gripper. This would address one concern associated
with soft finger grippers. The authors of [23] stated that
during their experiment, the multicopter had to land on the
ground due to ground effects and the resulting lack of precise
position control. During our aerial experiment, we did not
observe such a problem as the UAV passively stayed locked
in place during the grasp.

Unlike soft fingers, our UG forms a rigid-like flat surface
once a vacuum is established and thus enables the UAV to
rest on it. This feature makes our manipulating UAV system
exceptional as it removes the need for a dedicated landing
gear that also often interferes with the attached gripper resp.
the sensors required for autonomous grasping. Moreover,
using the UG as landing gear further reduces the weight of
the aerial system. The system is also able (within limits)
to compensate for some terrain imperfections (e.g., slanted
surfaces or small rocks), assuring optimal takeoff and land
conditions. Traditional soft finger grippers often cannot pre-
vent the payload from moving after the grasp is established,
which can create further disturbances during flight. Contrary
to our UG, which forms a system behaving much more akin
to a single rigid body due to the jamming of the granular
material.

Hard shocks typically associated with the impact of two
bodies are problematic both from a mechanical perspective,
like the risk of damage, and also from a control perspective
(e.g., potential instability). Passive mechanical compliance
alleviates this problem by spreading the impact over a larger
time interval. The developed UG is completely soft during
the first contact phase and is thus passively compliant and
absorbs and dampens shocks. This applies to both landing and
grasping scenarios.

Our gripper develops 15N of holding force on our test peg
that does not allow for geometric interlocking and thus purely
relies on friction and suction (to a much lesser extent), which
is, therefore, a worst-case scenario. As indicated in [50],

geometric interlocking can dramatically increase the holding
force. Comparisons with other UGs are hard to make due to
the lack of a standardized test procedure. However, compar-
ing our results with the work of [43], [50], and [56], it can
be said that the measured holding force for objects without
geometric interlocking is in the same neighborhood, i.e.,
10N-30N, while consuming significantly less power (less
than 10W against several hundreds of watts) and operating
at a lower pressure differential. This is partially thanks to the
adhesion stemming from the deadener. Consequently, also the
cycle times of our solution are longer (11 s against 4 s) and
have to be handled properly, and failure to do so will result
in degraded or even unsuccessful grasps. Therefore, in the
larger context of UGs, our results indicate that high-power
pumps are not strictly required, but are nevertheless beneficial
(faster cycle times and higher hold forces). In practice, fitting
larger, heavier pumps is limited by the payload capacity of the
aerial platform. Therefore, for applications that benefit from
near-instantaneous activation (e.g., perching), magnetically
activated jamming [39] could be a good alternative.

The current design limits the gripper to grasp objects
solemnly from the floor (claw configuration aside). Two
problems arise when grasping from other directions, e.g.,
horizontally. First, the granular material accumulates along
the direction of gravity, which reduces the performance of
the gripper as there is no longer an even spread of the material
around the grasped object. Second, the object has to be able to
withstand a pushing force (i.e., the activation force) without
tipping or sliding. We think the former can be addressed by
a change in the membrane’s design, e.g., a chambered con-
struction that prevents adverse accumulation of the granular
material. The latter is inherent to the grasping mechanism,
but as shown in Section III, it can be reduced to a fairly
small amount (250 gf). Both issues are not present in the claw
configuration demonstrated here but could cause problems in
conjunction with the bigger configuration space provided by
a serial link manipulator.

VII. CONCLUSION
This work introduced TRIGGER, a novel, highly integrated,
and lightweight UG with a low activation force require-
ment for aerial manipulation. We experimentally validated
the presented gripper and determined the optimal minimum
activation force required to work reliably. We also concluded
that the relation between the activation force and the resulting
holding force is highly dependent on the fill ratio, i.e., lower
fill ratios are preferable since they lower the required acti-
vation force. We further investigated possible holding force
improvements using a silicone additive (deadener), which
yielded a 52% higher holding force compared to the refer-
ence case without deadener.

Based on our bench-top experimental data, a simula-
tion model was developed that faithfully represents the
most relevant aspects of TRIGGER intended for numerical
robotics simulators. A considerable number of aerial grasping
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FIGURE 23. Gripper automaton. The gripper’s behavior is governed by the
state machine, transitioning between states once certain conditions are
met. The main states are ‘opened’ and ‘closed’ with intermediary states to
handle transitions in between. In the beginning, the state of the gripper is
not known; therefore, it requires an initial boot procedure. Afterward, the
state is well-defined by the data the sensors are providing.

experiments confirmed the gripper’s ability to hold objects of
a variety of shapes.

Regarding the design, we believe that significant weight
savings can still be achieved by having some of the structural
components fabricated out of carbon fiber (e.g., the base
plate), which would, nonetheless, increase the costs of the
solution. Ourmembrane casting technique allows the creation
of internal and external features on the membrane, which
could potentially have interesting effects on the behavior of
the gripper. The design and the potential effects of those
features could be a topic of future work.

As shown by our experiments, the presented gripper bene-
fits from controlling the activation force during the grasping
interval as it is key for safe and reliable grasping. Upcoming
work thus features the development of a force controller that
enables the tracking of the nominal activation force during
the time the gripper is closing as well as more experiments.
Furthermore, trajectory optimization will be used to guide the
UAV to the payload under consideration of the particularities
of the UG. These developments aim to automate the aerial
grasping process and take the human factor out of the loop.

APPENDIX
Herein the state machine (automaton) as it is depicted in
Fig. 23 is described. At the beginning (power-up), we assume
the state of the gripper to be undefined as it could be either
jammed or fluidized. Thus, we start 1 by running a ‘startup’
cycle which pulls all the air out of the membrane, then refills
it until P > Pmax is reached, then enters the ‘opened’ state
via 2 indicating that the gripper is ready for operation. The
transitions 3 and 6 depend on time and internal pressure.
For the closing operation 3 the condition is P < Pmin or t >

tvacc. Transition 4 is automatically triggered if Fm > Fthr is
measured. The opening condition for transition 6 is defined
as P > Pmax or t > tinfl . The time condition is an additional
safety feature in case of sensor malfunction. State transition

5 is typically triggered via user command over the serial
port. During the ‘opening’ and ‘closing’ states, one of the two
pumps is running, pumping air either in or out of the system.
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